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Mental Models

“A mental model is based 
on belief, not facts: that is, 
it's a model of what users 
know (or think they know) 
about a system”
- Jakob Nielsen



What keeps people 
from using 
encryption?



Why not just automate?



Because automation 
has its limitations



It’s encrypted: what does that mean?



What we did
Phone interviews with participants 

across the United States that 

explored:

▪ What they think encryption is

▪ How they think it works (diagramming)

▪Their perception of its utility in daily life

Data was coded and grouped into 

four mental models



What comes to mind when you hear 
the word “encryption”?



So when IS a tree really a truck?

▪ Write a sentence (Task 1) / 

Draw a simple picture (Task 

2)

▪ Imagine you’re going to 

encrypt it

▪ Draw what that looks like



Four models of encryption

Access control

Black box

Cipher

Iterative



Access control

“Does it actually have a look? 

[…] It’s all just… online. It’s all 

zeroes and ones.”

“I didn’t really think of a 

physical change, really, aside 

from something coming up 

on a barrier.”



Black box

“You don’t really know 

what it means, but you 

know that it means 

something; you just don’t 

know what. […]

I kind of know what that 

means, but I don’t really 

know what they’re doing 

to make that happen.”



Cipher

“The picture is split into 

different sections or 

elements and each 

element turns into a 

different element”



Iterative

“Either swapping or rearranging and […] 

adding an infinite amount of extra garbage to 

it or just infinitely changing all the different 

parts of it to be different things.”



Encryption: for service providers…

“Once you send the data and they get it, 
they can fuzz it or jumble it or do 
whatever they do when they encrypt it, 
and then you're good to go”



…and the paranoid

“For some people, I think it's a level of 
paranoia almost. To have everything need 
to be encrypted. But for some people [...] 
it's almost like a biblical need.”



Android/iOS
encryption 

= 
Passcode++



not found

404: 
Model



Secure messengers:
The Return of the Paranoid



Takeaways



Encryption = access control



It’s a PR battle



Education isn’t 
straightforward



Context matters. A lot.

“Oh, really; that’s what that 

means. I shouldn’t do that 

then! Because it could be 

an encrypted way to 

send my password to 

hackers!”





Questions?

Special thanks to Rick Wash 
and Emilee Rader!
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